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 BedRack 

Assembly and use Instructions- 
To assemble quickly and properly read all instructions prior to assembly. 

Scan the QR Code for an Installation Video  

Or view the video at http://www.heininger.biz/sportsrack_bedrack.php 

 

Note: This product was not designed for nor does it fit the 29” mountain bike wheels/tires. 
 

Once you open the box, make sure all of the components are enclosed.  If you find a discrepancy, call us 

and we will help you with any questions you may have.  Our toll free number is 888-722-5240.  If you call 

on the weekend or after hours, leave a message and we will get back to you promptly.  Our time zone is  

PST.  

   BedRack Components 
 1 Lockable cable 

 4 Round feet 

 4 side adjustments with wing 

nuts  

 8 Foam wheel stabilizers 

 2 Full-size spacers 

 4 détente pins 

 2 Base stabilizers 

 2 Side frames 

 

 

 

               Assembly Instructions: 

 

1) Determine if you are going to be using the 

BedRack in a compact or full-size pick-

up.  Full-Size applications will need the 2 

Full-size spacers. Insert at points A and B.  

You do not need a spacer in the front.  

The wheel slots slide on the upper portion 

of the side frames. Scan QR Code to see 

a video removing the gap on a full size 

truck. 

 
2) If you are using the BedRack for a compact Pick-up you will not need the spaces.  
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3) Connect the two frames, making sure that the “buttons” snaps into place holding the 2 frames 

together securely. 

4) Remove the loose wing nut from each of the 4 side adjustments, then thread side adjustments in at 

point C towards the outside of the rack, the stationary wing nut towards the inside of the rack.  

Repeat for all 4 side adjustments on both side frames. 

5) Thread on the remaining wing nuts on the outside of the side framed to secure the side 

adjustments. 

6) Press the round feet onto outside of side threaded adjusters as in point F 

7) Connect the 2 base stabilizers with détente pins at point D to both the front and back of the 

BedRack. 

8) Slip the 8 foam wheel stabilizers on the stabilizing bars 

At this point the BedRack is fully assembled.  Now you are ready to install the rack into your pick-up. 

1. Set the BedRack in the bed of the pick-up with side adjustments close to the cab 

2. Tighten the side adjustments against the bed wall until they are snug and secure. Then tighten the 

outside wing nut securing the side adjustments in place.   

3. Place up to 4 bikes in the BedRack with the rear wheel in the rack.  Loosen the wheel tensioner so 

that the rear bike tire can be fully inserted into the BedRack.  Slide the wheel tensioner snug 

against the rear wheel and tighten the fastening thumb screw on the side. Should look like picture 

below.  Repeat for each bike.  

4. Press the foam wheel stabilizers against the rims to keep give the wheel a snug fit. 

5. Secure bicycles using enclosed locking cable by looping the cable through the bike frame(s) and 

BedRack, then attach the pad lock to the end-loops. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Also use the BedRack as a bike rack when camping.  Now you don’t have to lay your bikes up against a 

tree, vehicle or lay them on the ground. 
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If you have questions on how to assemble the BedRack please call 

1-888-722-5240. 

Hours of operation 8-5PM  M-F PST. 

 

Warning! 
This carrier has been designed to attach securely to a vehicle. It may not be compatible with all vehicles or applications.  However, 
your attachment is critical and beyond control of the manufacturer. The user of this carrier must secure it properly to the vehicle and 

you need to regularly inspect parts for wear or damage.  The Manufacturer is not responsible for and does not guarantee the 

attachment of this carrier to any vehicle, and is not liable for any damages resulting from its attachment.  The liability of Heininger 
Holdings, LLC is limited to the purchase price of the carrier components, which prove defective in materials and/or workmanship.  Be 

aware that some countries/states/provinces require an unobstructed view of the vehicle license plate.  If rack or its cargo obstructs the 

plate, you may need to relocate your plate.  Consult your local vehicle code for restrictions and rules. 

 Do not use this product for anything other than for which it was designed.  It is not designed to 

carry more than the specified amount. 

 This product is not to be used as a stepladder or elevator in anyway. 

 Remove the rack before entering a car wash 

 Always check to insure it is secure before and during your travels. 

 Check to see if your bikes are securely fastened and make sure there is nothing dragging behind 

the vehicle. 

 Use of loaded rack on rough road surfaces could result in bike damage 

 Feel free to call the toll free number for Advantage™ Sports Rack with any questions you may 

have relating to this product. 

 

Most important of all, have fun and enjoy the benefit of using this Advantage® SportsRack product. 

 

Limited Liability, Lifetime Warranty Policy 
 
Heininger Holdings, LLC, warrants the original owner of each new Advantage® Sports Rack against defects in 

workmanship and materials for two years from the date of purchase (at retail) of the product, provided it is purchased 
from an authorized Advantage® Sports Rack dealer.  This Limited Lifetime Warranty is not transferable and shall only 
apply to normal and ordinary use, for which the product was intended. 
 Warranty claims are to be made directly to Heininger Holdings and must be accompanied by a sales receipt or 
other appropriate proof-of-purchase document.  Should this sports rack or any part or accessory be determined by Heininger 
Holdings, to be defective and covered by this Limited Lifetime Warranty, it will be repaired or replaced at the option of 
Heininger Holdings, without further charge.  The cost of transportation to and from the Heininger warranty inspection 
facility for repair or replacement of any defective part and/or accessory and any related charges is not covered by this 
warranty, and is to be paid by the owner. 
 The warranty does not cover normal wear and tear, worn and normal use cosmetic blemishes, improper 
assembly, lack of maintenance, or custom alteration/installation of any parts or accessories not originally intended or 
compatible with the product as sold.  The warranty does not apply to damage or failure resulting from an accident, abuse 
or neglect. 
 This warranty is given in lieu of all other expressed warranties, implied warranties, including without limitation 
implied warranties of merchandising ability and fitness for a particular purpose, and are limited to the duration and 
specification of this warranty.  In no event shall Heininger Holdings, be liable for damages in excess of the purchase price 
of the Advantage® Sports Rack, for any loss of use, loss of time, inconvenience, commercial loss, lost profits or savings or 
any incidental, special, consequential, direct or indirect damages arising out of the use or inability to use such product, to 
the full extent as such may be disclaimed by the law.  Labor charges for part changeover are not covered by this warranty. 

 


